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Model Number: JD501H-2

-Clean Storm Fiberglass 5gal 200psi HEATED 3 Stage Vac Car Cleaning Machine Auto Detail

Extractor JD501H-2

Manufacturer: Clean Storm

Clean Storm Fiberglass Auto detail machine is the strongest single power cord auto
detail extractors on the market!

Color NOT Guaranteed Blue, Black,Grey or red. 

Perfect for rental use, auto detailing, carpet cleaning, upholstery cleaning.

This machine boast a 200 PSI water pump (click on the blue letters to see more!)
3 Stage Vacuum motor
1000 Watt In line Heater (can heat the water up to 200 degrees)
25 ft of 3000 psi solution hose
25 ft of double lined vacuum hose
Internal spray Auto detail wand
25 ft 12-3 power cord (115 volt @ 20 amp breaker needed to use the heater and 15
amp outlet for no heater)
5 gallon fresh and waste tanks.
70 lbs. shipping in box with hoses and wand
Ultra durable fiberglass body will withstand a lifetime of use.

Options:
2500 BTU Heat Exchanger:  $500 (adds 10 degrees of heat to the water without using
any more electricity!)
Internal spray Crevice Tool CV25SB
Made in the USA
Confused about carpet cleaning machines and what to purchase?  Read the article on
How to narrow down your portable carpet cleaning extractor search.
Options:
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             Shazaam: Business Starter Package 
        
    

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                         
                         Samco: Stair and Church Pew Wand Tool - 10 inch Wide head X 24
inches long, 2 jet, 1.5" pipe 
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             PMF: Detailer Internal Spray Economy w/ Brass Valve Upholstery Cleaning,
Auto Detail, And Mattress Wand U1560PSB With Male QD and Filter 
        
    

    
        
             
             

             Shazaam: Extra Hose Set - 25ft x 1.5in - Vacuum &amp; 1/4in Solution with
QD installed 
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             Solo: 2 Gal Chemical Resistant Plastic Sprayer 456HD Pump Up with Viton
Seals Carpet Cleaner Package 
        
    

    
        
             
             

             Hydro-Force: Grandi Groomer Carpet Rake 
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             Extended Warranties for Equipment Valued up to 7499.99 Available 
        
    

    

    
        
             
             

             PMF: Internal spray crevice wand 500 psi 
             
        
    

Chemical Starter Package

Options:
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            Pros Choice 4020 Soft Side CTI Spotting Kit
        
    

. Single jet Carpet Cleaning Wand     

The Clean Storm Advantage: 
200 psi pump is 100% stronger than the competition.  Lets you use internal spray
hand tools, clean bidirectionally, and clean in half the time!
25 foot vacuum and 3000 psi solution hoses are 10 ft longer than the competition,
ensuring that you can travel all the way around a car without moving the machine. It is
also strong enough and the hoses are long enough to clean carpets, upholstery,
stairs, mattresses, and drapes in homes.
Internal spray hand tool advantage:  Allows for bi-directional cleaning (both
up/towards you and back/away from you), Zero overspray means no re-drying wet
strokes, faster dry times, faster cleaning times
Shipping Box 29"L X 28"H X 20" W  - 50 lbs- Machine + 20 lbs for hoses and wand.
Out of box extractor 27" L X 26-1/2" H X 16" W  - 40 lbs

Get half price shipping by picking up at Steam Brite San Antonio, TX,  Las Vegas NV,
Newberry Springs CA. 

Use Directions:  This is a very straight forward, easy to use machine.  Simply place
hot tap water into the fresh water tank (tank with out lid).  Plug power cord into a
dedicated 20 amp 115 to 125 volt outlet.  If you only have a 15 amp outlet available,
you will have to leave the heater off.  Connect all the hoses and the wand assembly. 
Close lid to vacuum recovery tank and close dump/ waste tank valve.  Make sure that
you prespray your cleaner(s) on the fabric. Agitate your prespray/cleaners with a soft
brush.   Add 1/2 to 1 oz per gallon of formulated Rinse Aid or Royal Flush to fresh
water.  Turn on the machine and rinse fabric and carpet.  If you have any spots that
are not responding to the cleaning use a little dry cleaner solution, followed with a little
more prespray, agitate and re-rinse with the extractor.  When finished with your
project, if you want to empty the fresh water tank, you can simply vacuum out the
remaining water using the end of the vacuum hose.  Please empty the waste tank by
raising up on dump valve and leave open until you need to use the machine again. 
Rinse out waste tank with fresh water. 

Tips for use:  
Please make sure that the machine nor accessories is not allowed to freeze!
Make sure that the ground pin on the extension cord is present and you plug into a
grounded outlet.
Do not suck water or foam into the vacuum motor.
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Do not use solvents of flammable products in the machine.
Rinse out the waste tank and clean ball and cage screen on top of the vacuum stack
with fresh water after each use.
Leave the dump valve open when the machine is not in use.
Do not use the heater in a dry mode.  In other words, please do not turn the heater on
without having primed water through the system.
Make sure that check for trash sitting in the dump valve before you attempt to close it.
 To close the gate, crushing the trash can cause damage to the dump valve O rings.
Because this machine is a heated machine, please only use formulated rinse aids
with your water, like Flush Rinse by Shazaam.  The use of other chemicals will cause
hard water deposits to build up inside the heater.  If you use other products besides
formulated rinse aids, please descale the machine on a regular basis (at least once a
month) with a descaling.
Parts used to manufacture this machine are industry standard parts.  These are the
same part used by PowerFlite, Mytee, and EDIC.  
Inspect vacuum motor carbon motor length after 750 hours of use.  They might need
to be changed at this point.

Warranty:
5 year prorated housing warranty from the date of purchase.
1 year parts on vacuum motor, water pump, heater housing.  One year vacuum
warranty does not cover carbon brush replacement.
90 day parts on wear item including, gaskets, O rings, hoses, thermostats, heater
element, switches, casters, power cord, and wheels.
90 day labor if shipped back to SteamBrite San Antonio TX, NV, or CA locations
30 day Shipping fee reimbursed in lower 48 states for a covered warranty claim.
Warranty if void if you allow the unit to freeze or use solvents in the machine.

2 or 4 year Optional Extended Warranty is available.

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Saturday 26 December, 2009
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